Disconnectedness in austere environments makes traditional cloud computing
impractical. Securely moving massive amounts of data is a challenge the further you
operate from established network capabilities.

So how do you securely and reliably deliver Big Data mission
intelligence where you need it most?

CorbomiteTM is a network capable but not network dependent solution designed to
mobilize computing and big data sets securely in expeditionary environments.
User-friendly secure automated administration
interface on AWS Snowballs for intuitive setup,
configuration, data synchronization for in field
operation.

Deliver expeditionary AI Sense-Understand
-Decide-Act (SUDA) capability with machine
learning for knowledge management,
storage, application development and AI
operations delivery.

SWaP ranges from 40 pounds per
module to as little as a few pounds
for Terabytes to Petabytes of storage
or cluster-able for greater capacity.

With user attribution and auditability,
security is supported through an AI
expert system that reduces cyber
threats and includes kernel-level binary
system integrity validation or restoration.

Corbomite™ Patent Pending technology brings Big Data mission
intelligence to the tactical edge, and enables secure information
technology (IT), operational technology (OT), and internet of
things (IoT) capabilities with much lower size, weight, and power
(SWaP) requirements than current satellite, telecommunication or
electromagnetic radiation dependent systems.
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▐The

Corbomite™ suite of solutions
makes Big Data computing
possible at the edge.

▐Component

Services with Corbomite™
CorbomiteWare™

Provides the software operating system and microservices for easy management
of AWS Snowballs; Orchestrates smart synchronization and integration for your
modularized computing across the platform.

Corbomite Deployer™

Complementing existing expeditionary communication capabilities, Deployer
provides the mobilization means for multiple AWS Snowballs to transport big data
and applications; Enables use to and from the industrialized rear through to the
field or tactical edge with reduced size, weight, and power needs.

Corbomite aiSUDA™

Provides data assurance, security management, and an AI Expert System;
Unleashes sense-understand-decide-act automation with attribution and
auditability for split-second AI-driven security and expandable command/
control capabilities.
▐Your

Mission at the Edge

- Supports Pre-existing field applications on
the platform
- Rapidly exchanges edge data for intelligence
consumable back in the field
- Deploys configurable automation to enhance
the mission

▐Seamlessly

Integrate for Scale

- Network capable connections bring large
caches of data to/from your enterprise
- Automated sync for rapid data transfer and
module exchange
- Expand edge sensor data capture available
for analysts

Proud partner with
Amazon Web Services (AWS)
www.Phacil.com/Corbomite | Corbomite@Phacil.com
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